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The benefit of the ongoing digital revolution in litigation is that
so much more is possible than ever before for the creation
and presentation of graphics for cases. But for every step
forward with better technology and more precise apps, it seems
as though these tech tools become more complicated and
technical.
I’ve discovered many tradeoffs while using different presentation formats, which affects the process
and end result for creating visuals to present your case. It also affects how you use tech tools to
manage your law practice. The more familiar you are with these tradeoffs, the easier it will be to
figure out what works best depending on what you need to accomplish.
What follows are a few of the notable technology tradeoffs I’ve identified.
PowerPoint vs. Trial Presentation Software
PowerPoint Pros: PowerPoint (or Keynote for Macs) gives you the ability to quickly make slides,
change text, embed photographs and make a presentation. Basic PowerPoint is easy, and if my fifthgrade son can put together a PowerPoint, then any attorney should be able to manage one, too.
PowerPoint Cons: The linear nature of a PowerPoint works well only in certain phases of a case
presentation such as openings and closings, the reason being that in these situations you have total
control over the presentation. PowerPoints do not work as well for showing individual exhibits or
randomly accessing information as the trial proceeds.
Trial Presentation Software Pros: With trial presentation software such as TrialDirector, you have
unlimited random access to any exhibit in your case. In short, you create a database of everything
you and your opponent have in the case, assign it a bar code, and can pull up any document in a few
seconds. It also works with video depositions very nicely for either direct or cross examinations. You
can export any PowerPoint presentation into a JPEGsand then show it on TrialDirector as a linear
presentation (but then, of course, you lose the ability to change the text or layout of any slide you
have exported).
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Trial Presentation Software Cons: TrialDirector-type software is not terribly easy and generally
works best when someone else—someone other than the lead attorney—is assigned to operate it in
the courtroom. While an attorney can easily set up a PowerPoint presentation and then simply walk
around the courtroom with a clicker to change the slide, trial presentation software pretty much
requires a person who has been trained in TrialDirector to sit at the computer to run it (at least to
do it well).
I generally recommend that attorneys to use PowerPoint (or better yet, Keynote) for opening and
closing, and TrialDirector for everything else, especially if they have someone in-house who knows
and can run TrialDirector or they have the resources to hire a courtroom technology consultant to
do it.
Tradeoffs with Timeline Programs and Tools
In litigation, almost every case will benefit from a timeline that
lays out key facts and circumstances in a chronological order.
The process of making a timeline can help you, the attorney,
organize and strengthen your argument, and the end result
is a clear and compelling visual presentation that will help all
parties involved better understand your case.
But, which program should you use to create it? This is one
question where there is simply no single best answer, and a
lot depends on the forum you intend to use the timeline in.
No case is identical to any other case, and each timeline really needs to be carefully tailored to the
needs of a specific case and presentation format.
“Off-the-Shelf” Timeline Program Pros: BeeDocs made for the Mac is the best and most interesting
off-the-shelf timeline program that I’ve found. You can do some nice 3D effects on it and export it to
a movie or Keynote presentation. For a simple timeline, this program may be sufficient.
“Off-the-Shelf” Timeline Program Cons: I have never seen an off-the-shelf timeline program that
works well for any complicated case. One size simply does not fit all, and I would stay away from
them. The general problem with timeline programs is that they force all the information into the
same format, and you have a limited ability to customize and make them interactive in a useful way.
Timelines Made with Adobe Flash Pros: The most robust, interesting and interactive way to create
a timeline is with Adobe Flash. With this technology you can add helpful and good-looking menus to
the timeline, build the timeline with interactive buttons, and add in video, pictures, rollover effects
and almost any creative thing you can think of. It can also be exported and shared as a PDF with
anyone, which is good for mediation.
Timelines Made with Adobe Flash Cons: Flash will not play on an iPad at all. What’s more, Adobe
Flash cannot be easily integrated into a PowerPoint without losing its interactivity. Microsoft claims
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it can, but check out every hoop you have to jump through, every setting you have to change and
every program you have to install here.
PowerPoint for Timelines Pros: With PowerPoint (or Keynote for Mac), you can create a slide show
that functions as a timeline by adding slides that reveal information and extend the timeline as
you progress through the presentation. You can also add hyperlinks to jump to a slide that has the
specific information you are looking for. A decent timeline is easy to set up with a bar across the
middle or the top of the slide, to which you add the key dates as you go. The best thing about this
format is they’re easy to create and change as needed.
PowerPoint for Timelines Cons: Timelines made with PowerPoint or Keynote lack the robust
abilities and interactivity of Flash. Other than a fade function between slides, you’re limited in what
you can do with the look and feel of the timeline.
Video Formats
The issue of video resolution and file type may be the most boring, yet crucially important factor of
litigation graphics. Here are a couple of tips and tradeoffs about them learned the hard way:
PowerPoint: PowerPoint for PCs uses the internal Windows Media player to run any movie clips.
Guess what? Windows does not support MP4 format, which is the most common video file format
out there. PowerPoint for Mac uses the internal Quicktime to play movies and will support MP4,
but not Windows media formats unless you have installed a plug-in to allow it. In other words, a
presentation that plays videos just fine on a Mac platform may not work at all if you transfer the
presentation to a PC, and vice versa.
Resolution size: We all want HD (high definition) quality in everything we do, right? Wrong. HD file
sizes are potentially huge and can shut down a presentation. Computers can only process so much
information, so just because PowerPoint will let you “resize” a HD video to fit into its panel for
screening, you may well have trouble if you try to play a series of large HD videos in PowerPoint.
File Types: My personal favorite video file type is a MP4, which has good quality in a compact size
and is a standard file on the web. However, most Windows machines will not play MP4s without
plug-ins. My least favorite file type is WMA (Windows Media), which look awful, but do play in
PowerPoint on PCs with no plug-ins. AVI files are generally high quality, but massive in size (we’re
talking a gigabit for five minutes kind of size).
If you encounter a problem with format and resolution size when working with a video for a
presentation, the solution often is to resize the videos to fit the size you need. My favorite program
for Mac is the FLV Crunch that you can download for free here, which lets you convert Flash video
(FLV) files and other file types such as MPGs, MP4s, MOVs, AVIs and WMVs into other formats.
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Presentations on iPads
And finally, a brief note about a tradeoff inherent in making presentations on an iPad:
iPad Pros: The iPad is the coolest device in the world, and you can use an adapter to connect to a
laptop projector and present from the iPad.
iPad Cons: The iPad does not support Flash and therefore limits the type of interactive PDFs you can
present. Also, transferring files to an iPad cannot be done with a drag-and-drop system; rather, files
must be synched through various methods like DropBox or WiFi, which is a bit cumbersome.
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founding Cogent Legal, Morgan was a partner at The Arns Law Firm in San Francisco, where he
specialized in complex litigation, class actions, personal injury and products liability. Cogent Legal
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